3
The work contains a fairly good dictionary index, which includes names, places, and subjects. However, the subjects often contain a long list of numbers, making it better to turn to the likely section and read it.
Why did Mezhov create such a successful, thorough, and dependable bibliography of publications about Siberia? Among the reasons are that the Imperial Public Library received a depository copy of everything published in the Russian Empire, he worked with a reliable staff, and printed sources were not as numerous at that time. It would be seventy years before the bibliographers at the Gosudarstvennaia publichnaia nauchno-tekhnicheskaia biblioteka (GPNTB) in Novosibirsk would begin to revive Mezhov's attempt at systematic coverage of publications about Siberia and the Soviet Far East. 4 For this essay I did not review Mezhov's work for errors it surely contains. Instead, it remains an idealized reference to which others should aspire.
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The This bibliography evokes sadness. Zotik Nikolaevich Matveev (1889 Matveev ( -1938 , 5 a prominent historian, Orientalist, library director, and bibliographer, became a victim of the Stalinist purges. If his life had not been cut short, how many more bibliographies might he have published? In addition, if he had not worked during the increasingly suspicious and terrifying years of Stalin's reign, this bibliography surely could have listed twice as many entries. 6 In his introduction Matveev alludes to the difficulties of working in the Soviet Far East, and states that basically his bibliography will only cover materials held in Vladivostok. Additionally, the only previous attempt at a Far Eastern bibliography was F. F. Busse's Ukazatel' literatury ob Amurskom krae [Handbook of literature about the Amur region] (1882, with 1,417 entries), which Matveev noted for its rarity, with only three or four known copies in Vladivostok. 7 As the subtitle indicates, the international decimal system arranges the items into sections on bibliography, periodicals, general works, religion, economics, geography, ethnography, art, literature, history, the sciences (medicine, flora, fauna, engineering, agriculture, forestry, hunting, and fishing), with a final part on the Kitaiskaia Vostochnaia zheleznaia doroga (KVzhd) [Chinese Eastern Railway (CER) ]. In addition to covering the Far Eastern region, Mateev includes the Buriat-Mongolian Republic with its close ties to Zabaikal and the KVzhd, as well as to Primor'e. Almost all the items listed can be found in the central libraries in Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, Blagoveshchensk, Chita, in the local library branches of the Russian Geographical Society, and in the Fundamental Library of the Gosudarstvennyi dal'nevostochnyi universitet (GDVU) [State Far Eastern University] . However, Matveev says he consulted only libraries in Vladivostok to compile this bibliography.
The bibliographical information does not provide pagination or publishers for monographs. However, the same holds true for Mezhov. Occasionally annotations appear, especially when a work is considered good (no. 672); sometimes he provides for contents of multi-volume works; and at times reviews are listed. In general, newspaper articles are excluded. The alphabetical index covers authors and titles of books without authors; names that appear in content listings are also in the index. There could be more mistakes than this one: under Nevel'skoi the only reference is to no. 3251, but he also is the author of no. 3250. The work does not handle well the names of authors. Perhaps they were recorded as they appeared in their publications with examples like Tolmachev, I. (no. 1884 ), Tolmachev (no. 1885 ), and Tolmachev, I. P. (no. 1886 , all of whom are the same person. This brings to mind what one sees so often in present-day computer catalogs.
The publications of the explorer and ethnographer Vladimir Klavdievich Arsen 'ev (1872-1930) and the geologist Eduard Eduardovich Anert constitute the largest number of citations, reflecting the leading role they played in Vladivostok and their contributions to knowledge about Primor'e.
The subject arrangement in bibliographies always evokes issues, for example:
• Serials listed in the General section also appear in other sections, and can be found one issue at a time (nos. 180, 181, 199, 203 ).
• The General section contains Arsen'ev's work on the Chinese in the Ussuri (no. 176), but it does not appear under Ethnography or Geography.
• Many geographical entries appear in the General section but not under Geography. Item 213, on the economic situation in Kamchatka, is found in the General section but not in the Economy one.
• Most of the items in the General section would be better off elsewhere.
• Item 1886, listed in the section Useful Resources and Mining, should sit next to its preliminary report in the Geography Section (no. 3608).
Other examples underline further problems:
• Periodicals are haphazardly listed, with bibliographic descriptions almost non-existent. Review 30, no. 4 (1971): 400 -401; and Sergius Yakobson, SlavicReview 30, no. 2 (1971): 456 -457. Based on her doctoral dissertation, this compilation is a work well ahead of its time. Only after the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union did the topic of the Russian emigration became part of the national catharsis to recover its history and memory.
Foster intended her work for literary scholars. It lists artistic literature; memoirs; criticism written in Russian and also translated into Russian; individual poems; books reviews; short stories; critical essays; serialized novels; fragments of memoirs; and obituaries. The compiler omitted newspaper articles, translations into other languages, Rossica, and (usually) reprints.
In the introduction Foster boldly states that "Within the scope, the bibliography is intended to be comprehensive," (ii) although she admits the impossibility of it. Simply, this list contains about 20,000 unnumbered, alphabetically arranged items. It also holds a lot of useful supplementary information: an English and Russian introduction explaining the methodology for compilation; lists of bibliographical sources, journals, collections, and anthologies; a name index; and a genre index (memoirs and criticism, each broken down by subjects, such as theater, Russo-Japanese War, etc.).
Harvard's various Russian collections comprise the basis of this bibliography, so these items are described de visu. All other materials, Foster registered from secondary sources by using printed catalogs and/or entries that émigrés sent after she appealed for help in many émigré newspapers. She uses Russian-language library symbols for Harvard (G), the Parisian Turgenev Library (TB), the New York Public Library (NIP), LC (BK), the Russian Library in Munich (RB), 14 and Helsinski University [Library] (Gel's). The reviews by two distinguished Russian émigré scholars endorse this unique achievement. Marc Slonim praises the periodical lists, but notes "quite a few omissions" and a lack of consistency, for example, author birth and death data. He mentions that Foster continues working on a further volume to cover 1968 to 1974; however, this was never published. Sergius Yakobson, then head of the Slavic Division at the Library of Congress (LC), points out that the bibliography has broader scope than the title indicates, including literary criticism, linguistic studies, Russian literary history, folklore, theater, book reviews, and memoirs. He scolds Foster for relying on Harvard's collection and not making a trip to LC.
This author finds that Foster's bibliography works well for quick reference. It is a treasure trove of information. However, as Yakobson notes, "to derive full benefit, the more than casual user will have to make some accommodations." 15 This forces one to take time to read the introduction, and learn what the numbers and numerous abbreviations mean. A symbol codes every entry to the source from whence it came, and a library location with each entry, categorized with a numbering system from 0 to 8, for example: 1 = novels, 6 = dramatic works, 7 = memoirs, etc. However, with all the lists available, this author does not find one explaining the names used as location sources (Lukashkin, Pletnev, Zhernakov, etc.) . These are most likely private libraries.
There are also problems with what was included in this work. Foster corresponded with Anatolii Stefanovich Lukashkin in San Francisco, who was active in the Museum of Russian Culture and, at the time of this compilation, had his large personal library still at his home. This major center of Russian émigré materials should not have been missed. In addition, in the list of bibliographical sources, Foster used a list of Russian periodicals in the Helsinki University Library, but does not record the microfilm of its Slavonic Library catalog. 16 The NUC shows that Harvard did purchase this film. Tiunin's two bibliographies of Russian periodicals published in China are absent. However, at the time of Foster's work, the Hoover Institution was the only US location. Although during the time that Foster was working, it would have been difficult to use, failing to mention Prague's role as a crucial center of Russian émigré publications at the Russkii zagranichnyi istoricheskii arkhiv [Russian Emigré Historical Archive] (RZIA) 17 seems a glaring omission. The publisher prepared the bibliography in camera-ready copy with a most unattractive format, making it hard to read and take note of sub-headings. Finally, it is a major annoyance that the user is continually forced to look up abbreviations in many different lists. This fine bibliography was begun in 1990 with great care and thoroughness. In the summer of 1992 this author met Lora Soroka, one of the compilers, in the Hoover Institution Library reading room, where she combed the old card catalogs for Russian émigré newspapers. This recent addition to major reference sources has already become a classic in the tradition of Petr Andreevich Zaionchkovskii's works, upon which it was modeled.
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The major plus of this project is that it combines both sides of the story by using the holdings in a major Western Slavic collection and a prominent Moscow collection to provide both Red and White memoirs. A joint publication of Gosudarstvennaia publichnaia istoricheskaia biblioteka Rossii and Stanford University, it is an excellent example for the future.
From the English summary and compilers' introduction, the user finds memoirs and diaries by participants in the various waves of emigration from 1917 to the collapse of the Soviet Union, as well as works published by Soviets abroad. The organization follows Zaionchkovskii, but entries in this edition were ones specifically excluded from Zaionchkovskii. Each volume contains a supplement providing biographical data on some of the authors of the entries. The arrangement is thematic-chronological, and alphabetically by author under each subheading with each volume covering a different topic or time period. For example, volume 3 contains the most references to the Russian emigration in China (nos. 4911-4931); however, there are pertinent references elsewhere. The indexes in the final volume have pulled this material together.
The annotations prove invaluable and reflect what the book or article contains. The items listed are de visu as much as possible. Tracking down world-wide scattered materials proves tedious particularly for periodical publications. This project did not include reprints, belles-lettres memoirs, autobiographical literary works, historical descriptions, or essays based on memoirs. There is a set format for annotations (vol. 1, p. 14) and a list of sections showing how the citations are organized (vol. 1, p. 16).
My admiration for this work is not negated by a few surprises and questions that arise:
• Among all the grants noted, a small IREX award in September 1996 is not listed. This author helped persuade the committee giving out the IREX Special Projects in Library and Information Science awards to support Emmons' application.
• It is curious that Allan Urbanic, the Slavic Bibliographer at University of California (UC) Berkeley, was never consulted or invited 22 to participate in this project-see below under Newspapers.
• The Bibliography of Sources (v. 1, Kerner begins by telling the reader that the scale of Northeast Asia: "the meeting of Russia, China and Japan . . . all fields of human activity . . . will convince scholars and men of affairs of the need of wide, far-flung, and balanced search for sources of knowledge in whatever language they may be" (xi). Over a decade in preparation, this bibliography lists a wonderfully rich collection of English, Russian, Japanese, French, German, Chinese, and Korean materials. It also has a rather notorious legacy: Kerner was a strict task-master who used his graduate students mercilessly and demanded they work on this bibliography. Anatole Mazour, George Lantzeff, and Raymond H. Fisher are acknowledged, 27 but Hugh Graham, Basil Dmytryshyn, Richard Pierce, and Dorothy Atkinson also have told this author their Kerner "stories."
The two volumes are divided into four main parts: Volume I: (1) general literature on Asia, the Far East, and the Pacific, (2) China; Volume II: (3) the Japanese Empire, and (4) the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union in Asia and the Pacific. The introduction provides no hints as to how Kerner compiled it, sources consulted, methodology used, or which items he saw or that it is based on Berkeley's collection. The bibliography resulted from Kerner's Northeast Asia Seminar when members from the Departments of History and Oriental Languages at Berkeley agreed to participate in the work. Despite his best efforts, Kerner says errors will be found. Indeed, Lattimore, who mentions "numerous errors in spelling names, and many wrong classifications," hoped for an improved second edition. Rosinger also noted occasional errors and inconsistencies.
Until recently, the lack of an author index prevented this invaluable collection of references from easily being used; it is a "great handicap," Lattimore comments. Kerner attributes this defect to a severe shortage of funds and troubles with publishing. Rosinger's review notes financial support came from the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), the Secretariat of the Institute of Pacific Relations, the Institute of Social Sciences UC Berkeley, the Social Science Research Council, the Works Progress Administration, and the National Youth Administration. Kerner mentions ACLS in his preface. While the funding may seem substantial, considering the length of the project and the number of graduate students he paid, little remained for the index. Karpovich adds, "Personally, I would have preferred
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The Trouble With Bibliographies 41 the omission of some of the bibliographical material-such as that dealing with the general history of the countries involved, for instance, which perhaps would have made the inclusion of an author index possible."
28 But then he continues that the lack of an author index does not "impair the usefulness of this work in any substantial degree." Both Rosinger and Williams agree. Kerner hopes that the very detailed table of contents, cross references, and the subject index at the end of each volume would make up for no author index. Rosinger and Williams state this does make the bibliography "easy to use." But this characterization proves to be wishful thinking.
Expanding on Karpovich's statement, Rosinger and Williams point out another main deficiency. They say that Kerner included works of slight value, while omitting significant books and articles in some fields. They note that this work is a useful introduction, but one must go beyond Kerner if writing a thesis. However, no graduate student or serious researcher thinking about this area of the world should overlook the chance to sit down and read the entire two volumes, or at least those sections of interest.
It is surprising how many titles listed come from Siberia and the Soviet Far East (especially Vladivostok, Khabarovsk, and Chita), as well as from Harbin. Of course, Kerner advocated studying Russia/Soviet Union from a Pacific perspective. UC Berkeley did have a good exchange with the Academy of Sciences in Moscow at that time, and perhaps many of these books could have been in Kerner's personal library. The issue of exchanges brings up a point in general about libraries. Berkeley may have had early exchange programs with institutions in Siberia, but they have kept nothing in their archives that would confirm this. Another idea supposes that many Russians had begun emigrating to the San Francisco Bay Area from China, and perhaps they received materials that eventually they gave to the library and/or to Kerner. So, for one example, no. 11124, N. V. Kiuner's Lektsiia po istorii i geografii Sibiri [Lecture on the history and geography of Siberia] (Vladivostok: Izdanie slushatelei istoriko-fililogicheskogo fakul'teta, 1919), 273 pp., can be found in only one library in the US: Harvard's Yenching Library. Did Kerner consult that collection, or was it in his library? This particular work of Kiuner's is not listed in Matveev.
Comments concerning the 3,067 items on Siberia are as follows:
• It is useful to have each vernacular title translated into English, thus alerting users to resources in other languages.
• While Matveev's Chto chitat' is listed, Mezhov's Sibirskaia bibliografiia is absent, even though many of Mezhov's other bibliographies are present.
• The periodical information is very poor and incomplete. The reader can check nos. 10523-10524, listing the Russian Geographical Society's publications from and about Siberia to understand the extent of the problem.
• Due to the subject arrangement items reoccur in many sections, for No better person could have compiled this bibliography. Born and raised in Russian Harbin, Olga Bakich is a living part of that city's history. This expensive bibliography has already become a definitive classic. The compiler spent many years working in Australia (where she lived after leaving China), at the Museum of Russian Culture in San Francisco, at RZIA in Prague, at Library of Congress, at the New York Public Library, in the P. V. Shkurkin Collection, in the L. V. Seifullin collection, and at UH's Hamilton Library. She also made use of her own extensive library.
The entries are listed two columns per page, and the compiler estimates them to be 80 -85% of all Harbin imprints. She divides the book into three parts: (1) the introduction, reviewing the publishing history of the Russian community; (2) the bibliography, sectioned into books (under 23 subject categories) and serials (newspapers, journals, single issues, calendars); and (3) supplements (partial titles in publishers' series, author and title indexes). There are very few typographical errors.
Mark Gamsa brings up some interesting questions when using this bibliography: problems with relying on advertisements in the back of books (1946 to the mid-1960s ). There seems to be a little confusion about just when the first book was published. Page 4 says the Chinese Eastern Railway (CER) press opened in 1902; page 6 notes that the first book was published by the CER in 1898 or 1899. At the end of these sections, a collection of statistical tables gives the reader an excellent visual picture of how many books were published in broad general areas. Tables list the number of books and periodicals according to year. Many of the sections in the bibliography are discussed, but there is no subheading for Manchukuo, it being included in the discussion of the émigré period. However, in the bibliography it becomes a distinct section. Consistency of citations in the introduction varies. In the text they are in Cyrillic, while in footnotes they appear in transliteration.
A guide to the bibliography (pp. 49 -50) clearly explains the arrangement of entries and the meaning of symbols. It contains a list of sections and further notations of what is in each category. The latter notes would have been useful on the contents page.
For more comments on the two parts of the bibliography (pp. 53 -505) see below, after the endnotes. Part 3, Supplements (pp. 509-584), includes a partial listing of major publishers' series in tables, an author index, and a title index-with the latter two being crucial for using this bibliography. The author index might have been more correctly called a personal name index, since it includes not only authors but editors and translators as well. Unfortunately, it indexes only part 1 of the bibliography. Editors or other names in part 2, periodical publications, will not be found in the "author index." In addition, Bakich notes at the beginning of the title index that one will not find any of the periodical titles in that list, which causes some titles to be lost. There are two excellent features in Bakich's bibliography. First, the full name of an author is given, if known, and a symbol next to the name indicates if the person was a Harbin resident. However, many more names could have been filled in. Amir Khisamutdinov shared a draft of his dictionary, 32 which Bakich in turn added to, corrected, and annotated for him. Exchanging the paper copies helped only to a point, as each scholar updated his or her own database of information as he/she worked. From Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, 1103 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 1200 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 1339 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 1344 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 1375 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 1867 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 1916 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 2023 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 2566 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 1391 Khisamutdinov's dictionary, nos. 872, 975-6, 980, , 2426 , and 2498 could have filled in the names and/or corrected them; Bakich does not always indicate pseudonyms. Second, the compiler's decision to list the source from which she obtained the entry and/or the holding collection has proved invaluable.
A minor deficit of this bibliography concerns the compiler's lack of work in Soviet/Russian libraries, since doing so would have added to the nearly definitive nature of the work. However, this issue is becoming less important. Materials are available now that weren't available to Bakich. The striking red cloth binding with gold lettering gives this hefty book the look and feel of authority. It was born to reside on reference shelves, but the price deters individual ownership.
At the World Slavic Congress held in Harrogate, England in 1990, Jon Smele gave a lively presentation on Kolchak, and this same enthusiasm has obviously continued in this volume. The introduction states that the idea to compile the bibliography grew out of a course from Evan Mawdsley that he attended. After Smele began to teach, the bibliography developed over the years for use in his classes. The user receives a good, clear idea of his goals: what it does and does not include. He does not say which libraries he used, but he does note ten years of searching through library catalogs and bibliographies, and thanks the interlibrary loan department of his university.
The bibliography includes both monographs and journal articles. The two columns per page entries are easy to read, with the names in bold. Works are primarily in English, but also French, German, Spanish, Italian, and a small number published in other European countries. The bibliographic descriptions are very good, with both American and British editions of works noted. Smele has examined over 90% of the material de visu. The annotations should be used as models for future bibliographies.
The three reviewers gave the work high praise. Swain said it is "a standard reference work for the next quarter century . . .. a work of unparalleled erudition." He quibbled with the arrangement and the author index, also discussed below. Hickey says it is "wonderful . . .. an outstanding resource." Shmelev makes four points: (1) He deems it "a thorough, exhaustive, informative, aesthetically pleasing" work. (2) "[T]he structure of the bibliography is straightforward." (Hickey also says "the bibliography is easy to navigate.") (3) "[T]wo features visibly differentiate this bibliography from predecessors . . . the work encompasses sources in most major Western European languages . . . ; the second feature is the annotations." (4) "[T]his bibliography is amazing in that one person has brought together such a vast amount of literature (5,896 entries) . . . ." This author's opinion is that Smele's bibliography is (1) not exhaustive, (2) can be complicated to use, (3) follows Kerner in listing multiple language materials, and (4) the number of entries seems rather average when compared to the titles reviewed in this essay.
My comments will not cover the main focus of the bibliography, the Russian revolutions, but instead will concentrate on the civil war period. Smele covers all geographic areas (North, South, Siberia) of the Allied Intervention by the British, Americans, Canadians, Australians, French, and Czechs, and he even includes some items on China's reaction.
While acknowledging the high quality of this bibliography, the present author calls attention to the following points:
• The arrangement. Smele elaborately breaks down the twenty-five chapters into sub-topics, and within them orders the material with further subdivisions: bibliography, documents, memoirs, and studies. What the subheading studies means, other than general works on the subject of the section in which they are located, remains unclear. The hierarchical structure repeatedly brings up the question of why items were put where they were. In January 2002, Littke sent this author an e-mail asking about sources for Russians in Hawaii. As we exchanged information, he then asked me to read a short biographical description of Benedict Cramer, briefly a director of the Russian-American Company. When that was finished, Littke called to tell about his work on a bibliography of Russian America. In early 2003, he sent a draft of his work and asked me to work with him; I agreed. 2002 I had been an active participant in this field. After that, all of our journal and newspaper articles and various ephemera on Russian America were sent to the OIAK Library in Vladivostok. Reviewing Littke's draft reminded this author of a similar request years earlier. Richard Pierce, the foremost expert on the overall history of Russian America, had once wanted to collaborate to publish his own bibliography on this topic. After seeing the very chaotic, disorganized, and incomplete information, this author declined to help. From decades of work on my own project of identifying Russian writings about Hawaii and the South Pacific, 37 I can say that a bibliography is hardly the easy task most perceive. After an extensive review, I sent Littke my threepage list of problems. After lengthy discussions, Littke in the end just wanted to "get this out."
The bibliography is the work of a passionate amateur who obviously loves the subject, but has no clue about how to compile a bibliography. He does dedicate the book to Pierce, and in an ironic twist of fate, the verso of the title page announces that it is printed on acid-free paper thereby ensuring its long life. While it is always nice to be acknowledged (p. 7), this author is embarrassed.
Where to begin with comments? The subject of the bibliography is Russian America, but Littke is handicapped by not knowing Russian. He divided the approximately 2,000 unnumbered items into (1) books; (2) articles, papers, and book contributions; and (3) dissertations. There are no indexes, the compiler follows no bibliographic standards (with no pagination and often no publisher given); and transliteration and capitalization are inconsistent. Littke mentions checking the Web for "worldwide online library searches." It is unfortunate that this checking did not lead to correct bibliographic descriptions. On page 6 he says that only "bibliographical snap shots" exist of Russian America. 38 The Trouble With Bibliographies 51 that its overall aim is to provide an invaluable guide for research students in many fields of study. 39 The compiler, a British historian, specializes on the Altai region of Siberia. Collins first wrote this author in 1976 for a copy of my preliminary bibliography on Russian writings about the South Pacific, being interested in the voyages undertaken by the Russian Empire and thinking it would be useful for his course on Russian imperialism. At that time, Collins edited a newsletter on the Russian revolution, and collaborated with Jon Smele on a collection of documents and a couple of articles about Admiral Kolchak.
The announcement on the back cover says, "This is the first bibliography of works in English on Siberia and the Soviet Far East to be published . . . [a] selective, annotated volume [that] will be of enormous value to academics, students, venturesome travelers and armchair voyagers alike." Alekseev's review praises it as a "prekrasnyi ukazatel'" [splendid handbook]. The introduction (p. xi) again repeats: "there has never been a collection of English-language bibliographical material relating to all facets of the region." However, there were a few attempts before Collins. He does mention Mezhov's Sibirskaia bibliografiia (p. xix), but fails to note that it lists some English-language materials. In addition, Kerner's bibliography (no. 720) actually includes many books and articles in English, despite Collins' note that it contains only "some [references] in English." M. P. Alekseev's bibliography of Western sources on Siberian travelers 40 is not included, but Belov's work is (no. 710).
The number of entries is deceptive, because Collins often cites several other works in a single annotation. Entries are listed by title, in bold, with the author relegated to the second line. He arranges books, articles, and works translated into English by topics, along with author, title, and subject indexes. Within sections (Travellers' Accounts, Geography, History, Religion, Industry, etc.), there are further subdivisions.
This Record Office and the Foreign Office archives, the Bancroft Library (UC Berkeley), the Hoover Institution's civil war and intervention holdings, NYPL (George Kennan's photo albums, for example), the Grant and Brown guide to archives on Russia located in the US, and the US National Archives.
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At first it appears that this work is a complete bibliography, but then Collins says, "Bibliography by its nature is selective" (p. xiii). He further states, "Selection of materials to include has often been a problem" (p. xiv). The majority of publications in English concentrate on certain aspects, such as travel on the Trans-Siberian Railway or participation in the Allied Intervention of 1918 -22. Why Collins admits he has deliberately excluded relatively well-known works is a mystery. The example he gives is Chappe d'Auteroche's A Journey into Siberia (London: 1770). Presumably, John A. White's Siberian Intervention (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950; reprinted, Greenwood Press, 1969) , and Jan Welzl's 42 Thirty Years in the Golden North (New York: Macmillan, 1932) fall into this category as well.
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He also says he has excluded works of a "technical nature," without defining the meaning of that term, since some items in the natural sciences are listed. If this bibliography is the first attempt to list works in English, why make exclusions? The introduction would not have suffered by fuller explanations.
More detailed comments on this work can be found in the Appendix. Additionally, in the comments for Smele (the entry above) in the Appendix are some comparisons between his work and this one by Collins. The Trouble With Bibliographies 53 the confidence to attempt a bibliography. The volume does not follow LC transliteration, a standard practice in most academic books. Bibliographic details are lacking or incorrect for too many items. There are many typographical errors-even in this era of computerized spell-checking. The alphabetical order is mixed up at times, for example on page 42, and there are no indexes.
The introduction states nothing about the libraries in which the compiler worked, items seen, or criteria used for inclusion. It also could have used some editing of the English, and could have included more details. The opening statement reads:
This is the first book-length bibliographic profile that addresses the literature about the Russian and Chinese place in the world, the past, present and future role of these countries in international affairs and various Eurasian problems published in the last three hundred years in Russia, China, the Central Asian states, the USA, Britain, and-the limited part-in France, Italy, Germany, Japan and India.
This could also be a good description of Kerner's bibliography (see above). There are many Russian bibliographies covering these themes, for example, Istoriia Severo-Vostochnogo Kitaia XVII -XX vv.: bibliograficheskii ukazatel' [History of Northeast China, 17th-20th centuries: bibliographic handbook] (Moscow: Nauka, 1986), 2 vols., which lists Russian, Chinese, English, and Japanese sources. Curiously, it does not appear in Voskresenskii's introductory list of sources.
There are further problems in the all-too-brief introduction. The section on archival collections (pp. 1-2) contains a list of only 18 institutions. Most of the entries for Russian archives give at least the name in Russian, but three do not. The Chinese archives receive an English rendering. It lists the Bakhmeteeff Archive at Columbia University, and although it is a great resource for the study of the emigration, it is not usually associated with Sino-Russian relations. In addition, the MacArthur Memorial Archives in Norfolk, Virginia deals primarily with Japan. The eye-catching Central KGB Archives, Moscow and Omsk, Russia, proves interesting. Did Voskresenskii actually work in both? It is very difficult for Western and Russian scholars to be allowed access to Russian archives, let alone KGB ones, even after the 1991 collapse.
What is meant by specialized issues as a section heading? It appears to cover a broad range of topics, as far as one can see from the books listed. and there is also a two-volume edition translated into English (see Collins, no. 78) . The subcategory East Asian languages in this section would normally mean Chinese, Japanese, and Korean, but only one Japanese item could be found among the Chinese titles. Although it might be considered more in the realm of ethnography, V. K. Arsen'ev's study on the Chinese 49 should be listed, as it formed the basis of Russian Far East thinking even into the Soviet era.
In the section Papers, Book Chapters, Articles, etc., are five articles by Larin (pp. 159, 182), but one does not find his book here or in previous sections: Kitai i Dal'nii Vostok v pervoi polovine 90-kh: problemy regional'nogo vzaimodeistviia [China and the Far East in the first half of the 90s: problems of regional interaction] (Vladivostok: Dal'nauka, 1998), 283 pp., which is rumored to have caused then-governor of Primor'e Nazdratenko to order the print run destroyed.
The three lists of periodicals contain no publishing history-whether they are current or ceased, or whether they are newsletters. In the Western list (p. 201), four titles at the end of the page are out of alphabetical order. In the Russian list, newspapers are called gazette from the Russian gazeta, but there are other newspapers that are not designated as such, for example, the very first one, Amurskaia pravda [Pravda of the Amur]. Many items on this list have ceased.
This bibliography could have used serious professional help.
CONCLUSION
Looking back over the bibliographies just reviewed, the question arises, is the bibliography in print format dead? Does anyone use them? Bibliographies provide a valuable service to scholars by undertaking the task of identifying publications on specific areas or subjects. The more focused they are, the longer it takes to compile them, with the aim toward a goal of thoroughness. The more items the compiler has examined, the better the outcome. It does not hurt to have a good introduction, and good indexes are crucial. They are often compiled by prominent scholars and/or librarians. Today the reaction is likely to be that the Web has displaced the need for printed bibliographies. One may check online catalogs of libraries around the world, allowing the user to compile an individualized bibliography. However, followers of this thinking need to remember that the Web is still fairly young. Users do not know or remember that not every record is available online, and that even if one finds records, they may have minimal descriptions or even contain errors. There is none of the analysis provided by a decent bibliography. Do-it-yourself computer-assembled bibliographies simply miss a tremendous amount of material.
In addition, the issue of copyright is proving very complicated in this digital age. For general discussion let us consider 70 years for the duration of copyright. Of the twelve titles in this review, only five would be considered to be in the public domain. Only one of these (Kerner) has been digitized.
So far the promises of the digital age have brought frustration. A prime example is the HathiTrust. 50 While it has wonderful goals, it is basically a members-only club, for which one must pay to gain access to most of the content. The other ongoing effort is Google Books. Although access is free at the moment, it is not hard to imagine that some sort of payment will be required in the future. It is interesting that in the case of Kerner, digitized by both entities, HathiTrust has closed it for access, presumably due to copyright, but Google Books has not.
Still, one can envision a future with more and more bibliographies available online. The online format would work well for very timely subjects and events. Might one consider a master bibliography database, to which entries could be continuously added, and mistakes corrected?
My advice to all future bibliographers: please examine the excellent works created in the past, and then contact your local bibliographer or specialist librarian before completing any major work. My advice to present and future scholars and graduate students is not to forget about what has already been done.
After more than a century, Mezhov still has a role to play-for scholars of Siberia, and as a teaching tool for bibliographers. NOTES 1. WorldCat is an international database of library holdings, maintained by OCLC Online Computer Library Center, Inc. It is not definitive, especially for older (pre-1970s) imprints, but it gives an idea of how extensively titles might be held. Before WorldCat, only the National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 10, no. 1 (Khabarovsk, 1914) , ii, 203, 4 pp., ill., 6 maps.
50. HathiTrust began in 2008 as a collaboration of thirteen universities to preserve and provide access to digitized book and journal content from the partner library collections. This includes both incopyright and public-domain materials digitized by Google, the Internet Archive, and Microsoft, as well as through in-house initiatives. The primary community that HathiTrust serves is the members (faculty, students, and users) of its partner libraries, but the materials in HathiTrust are available to all to the extent permitted by law and contracts, providing the published record as a public good to users around the world. One must pay to be a member. (HathiTrust Web site, http://www.hathitrust.org/.) APPENDIX:
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON SOME OF THE BIBLIOGRAPHIES DISCUSSED
Littke
Here is a small sampling of additional concerns about this work:
• The author states in the introduction (p. 6) that he will concentrate on material published since 1970; however, he does not. • Pages xv-xvii give a useful list of names given to minority peoples in Siberia, but this list might have been better located in an appendix with the maps. It is hard to remember them when they are buried in the introduction.
• There are problems with the indexes. Cannon's review says "there is no listing of Unterberger, Morley, Patrikeeff." Morley is listed, but within the annotation for no. 271; his name cannot be found in the author index. The subject index is not adequate; for example, there is no subject for prisons (69), or camps/GULAG-certainly a crucial topic when studying Siberia, or for gold mining (67, 71, 73, 79, 105, 113, 291, 312 • Collins did not examine no. 661. WorldCat shows 69 holdings, seven of which are in Britain.
• Item 668: Astaf'ev is also a part of the "village school," an affiliation which is noted for Rasputin in no. 675.
• Entry 671 gives no pagination.
• Items 680 and 695: Sanghi is usually spelled Sangi, and is also not in the author index.
• In no. 681 it is always better to list the seven stories in a collection, not just to mention two of them.
• Item 692's annotation says it is an "Americanized version" of Rasputin's stories. What does that mean? • The annotation of no. 698 states this novel was made into a film, but does not give the film's title.
• The title index does not contain the film Siberian Saga (no. 703).
• Item 709's annotation is garbled. Babine emigrated to the US and worked at Stanford as a librarian before going to the Library of Congress. Gennadii Vasil'evich Yudin was a Siberian vodka merchant. The collection was not "purchased by the Americans" and "incorporated into the Library of Congress as the Yudin Collection." The materials were purchased by LC, but have been cataloged into their collections. In other words, one cannot show up at LC and ask to see the Yudin Collection, since it is not in one place.
• Item 710: some explanation in the introduction should be given, as no. 732 is also in Russian. If these are listed, why not others? • The annotation of no. 720 does not convey the number of entries or the fact that Kerner's bibliography lists works in numerous languages.
• Items 728 and 729: while the British do indeed spell encyclopaedia that way, it is not permissible to render this spelling in the title when it does not appear that way on the piece. owned a newspaper in Vladivostok in 1919; in early 1920 he moved to Japan, where he established another paper, Delo Rossii, which ran many articles on the events in Nikolaevsk. He used eyewitness reports on the incident as the basis for the book he published (Berlin, 1924) . The phrase émigré journalist seems better.
• More attention to standard entries, especially sborniki, would make it easier to find materials in online catalogs.
• There is an American edition of no. 2693 (New York: Basic Books, 1968, with the same pagination).
• Smele does not mention in no. 3036 that the work is based on the author's PhD dissertation in 1943 at the University of Pennsylvania with the same title.
• Why do the British insist on using only initials for authors' given names?
As far as bibliographies are concerned, as well as both printed and online catalogs, names are usually spelled out. Even J. D. Smele is spelled out Jonathan on the cover and title page of his work.
Comparison of entries in Smele and Collins
(C=Collins, S=Smele)
• C no. 276 lists a monograph; S no. 3120 gives a full bibliographic description of a two-volume set with the overall title: Czechoslovakia and the Russian Question. 
